Continuing low-level rainfall the last week, but season-to-date total still considerably below average and streamflows remain low. Only minor precipitation forecast through January 14.

*Note: Percentages in each plot refers to percent of average for this date. When historic data is unavailable, Snow Water Content Bar plot is not shown. The percent of historic average for each SWC location differs slightly from CDEC’s report due to small discrepancies in historical data.
Oroville storage continues below average from dry 2020 and continuing dry 2021 precipitation conditions. Delta outflow remains at low levels, with no increase from last week’s small storms. Delta exports remaining low waiting for first significant runoff (with water quality improvement) of the year. Delta water quality requirements controlling current export operations.

X2 location (not shown in figure below) is estimated as approximately 91 km.

Yesterday’s X2 Position: 0km
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